Kids Ask Why Podcast Launches October 6

Cooper McKim's feature story about carbon capture in Wyoming aired on Wyoming Public Media on September 28, 2020. He said, "Wyoming is at the forefront of the carbon capture industry. The state is one of the few that have been proactive in trying to find solutions to mitigate the impacts of climate change."

Newscast

Peabody/Arch Joint Venture Falls Through

Tennessee Watson contributed to a feature story about for-profit juvenile detention centers published on September 28, 2020. She wrote, "These facilities are often overcrowded and have a higher rate of recidivism than traditional juvenile detention centers. The for-profit model is controversial and has been criticized for prioritizing profit over the well-being of children in their care."

Wyoming Doubles Down On Its Long Support For Carbon Capture

Margaret Thomas's feature story about carbon capture in Wyoming was published on September 15, 2020. She stated, "Carbon capture is seen as a crucial part of the solution to the climate crisis. Wyoming is one of the few states that has embraced this technology and is working to become a leader in the industry."

Tennessee Watson's feature story about for-profit juvenile detention centers aired on Wyoming Public Media on September 29, 2020. She discussed, "There are concerns about the for-profit model and the impact it has on the children who are detained. For-profit facilities are often overcrowded and have a higher rate of recidivism than traditional juvenile detention centers."

If you're looking to catch a break from political punditry, join us for our fall fund drive and make a pledge in support of independent journalism. You can also support us by making a one-time donation or by setting up a recurring contribution. Every dollar counts and helps us continue to bring you the news you can trust.

Congratulations! You are hearing this story from Wyoming Public Media, where we believe in robust civic engagement. Your support helps us continue to provide you with award-winning journalism that matters. Thank you for supporting WPM! We know you're out there listening, and we can feel the loyalty and camaraderie.

You might want to catch Kamila Kudelska's new kid's podcast, "Kids Ask Why," which launches on October 6. Kamila produced these stories as part of the "What CWC's Proposed Four-Year Degree Could Mean For The Wind River Reservation" project. The winners were chosen by listeners who voted for their favorite story.

Wyoming Public Radio's Tennessee Watson was a panelist on the "Monthly People's Review: Live! Online Series Panelist Tennessee Watson (Micah Schweizer, Erin Jones, & Anna Rader)" event. Watson contributed to a feature story about for-profit juvenile detention centers published on September 28, 2020. She stated, "These facilities are often overcrowded and have a higher rate of recidivism than traditional juvenile detention centers. The for-profit model is controversial and has been criticized for prioritizing profit over the well-being of children in their care."
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